As an award winning coach, international speaker + community facilitator I love the
opportunity to empower women to live their best, most inspired life.
I am so passionate about helping fellow women in business connect back into what
it is they truly want. Uncovering or rediscovering their hearts desires, wildest
dreams and falling head over heels in love with themselves, their life and their
business.
“I had the pleasure of having Amy Mackenzie as one of my guest speakers for my
Gather the Girls to Get Real event.
The event was a conversational style night and so we had to be prepared for
anything. Even in our discussions prior I felt confident in Amy’s ability to bring the
content I was after. Amy is a natural, inspiring and fun speaker. She was confident
when asked questions and beautifully shared insights of her own life that inspired
the audience to lead a more joyful and meaningful existence.
Amy is the kind of person you are drawn to, you cannot wait to hear what she will
say next. She is positive, kind & full of wisdom. If you are looking for a speaker to
inspire & encourage – I highly recommend Amy.”
Kelly-Anne Kent, @events4change
Combining my personal experiences, with insights from working with passionate,
driven, big dreaming female entrepreneurs, I offer inspirational presentations at
workshops, seminars and events.
I have a variety of topics I am confident + passionate in speaking about, some of
which include:
✧ Heart Centred Business Building
✧ Entrepreneurship
✧ Connection + Collaboration
✧ Vision Casting + Goal Setting
✧ Inspired + Authentic Living

Some key note + workshop style examples include:
'The Entrepreneurs Journey' covering the challenges, growth + important steps of
an entrepreneur in both life + business. Including a snapshot of my own personal
journey, tools + techniques to support + empower you + an opportunity to dive into
the heart of designing a life + business you love.
Perfect for networking events or a workshop for women in business.

'Inspired Living Workshop' an interactive 60-90 minute workshop, taking you
through the journey of setting heart centred goals, inspired actions + celebrating
yourself + all you've achieved along the way. Includes highlight sheets + a small gift
or special offer for guests.
My personal story + experience - I am very open + honest in sharing my own story
to inspire others. Having had a childhood full of lessons, living with chronic pain
syndrome for the last 9 years and defying the odds to create a life + business I love
using a variety of self development tools, techniques + therapies including
coaching, I am able to remind women of what they're capable of + help them to see
the light for their own life too.
“Amy conducted an inspired living workshop within my gym for my members and it
was an extremely successful night. We had a huge turnout of nearly 25 women who
all gained positivity and perspective and flourished in the intimate and personalized
workshop Amy ran through. Her gentle and warm nature made everyone at ease
immediately, however she is very direct and clear when working through her
coaching. It is the perfect combination.”
Chelsea Neems, Crossfit Marquise

“I am a School Chaplain running an in school program for young women to build
resilience, inner strength, personal boundaries and to help them learn who they are
and where they want to go in life. I asked Amy Mackenzie to come in as a guest
speaker and talk to our girls about goal setting.
Amy went above and beyond anything we could have asked for. She spoke to the
girls from the heart, sharing a part of her story that they could not only relate to, but
be inspired by. She also worked with them, giving them tools and strategies for
setting heart centred goals.
We were all so inspired by Amy, I found myself taking notes for my own personal
goals while she was talking. Amy was relevant, helpful and connected with the girls.
I am incredibly thankful for the wisdom and love that she shared with us.
Nikki Reid, School Chaplain

All of these workshops + topics can also be broken down and presented as a
keynote talk. Please contact me for more information.

Fees + Inclusions:
Keynote Presentation
Includes:
• Speaking 15-30 minutes, depending on your requirements
• Open Q&A time with audience
Starting from $500

Workshop (up to 25 attendees)
Includes:
• Delivery of workshop content 60-90 minutes
• Open Q&A time with attendees
• Worksheets
• Small gift for attendees
Starting from $750
($30 per person)
Creative Collaboration:
If you're interested in engaging me as a speaker or workshop facilitator, and are
looking to develop custom created content or collaborate, I would love to hear
more. Please send me an email at amy@designingherlife.com and I’ll be in touch!
Dates + Availaibility:
If you have an event or workshop coming up + are interested in having an
inspirational guest speaker or host, I'd love to chat to you.
Email me at amy@designingherlife.com
+ let's discuss availability!
"I had the pleasure of having Amy Mackenzie as one of my guest speakers for my
live event Vision Casting & Life Strategies Workshop. Amy was the perfect coach to

share all about creating Heart Centred Goals.
Leading up to the workshop, Amy was attentive and showed interest in making sure
that her content and her presentation was tailored for the group. Her presentation
was customised and unique and most importantly rich with gold nuggets and
insights that came so naturally for her.
Amy's Speaking style is energising, fun and inspirational and her genuine heart
brings a lot of realism and practical thinking to her work.
Her session included action steps that my guests were able to implement right
there and then & I'm confident everyone who attended found her presentation
extremely valuable.
Amy is simply outstanding and whom I highly recommend."
Fideliz Cruz, Personal Stylist and Life Coach
About Amy

Amy Mackenzie, Founder of Designing her Life, is the go-to Life Coach for Girl
Bosses, Change Makers + Women in Biz. She is also the Owner + Co-Founder of
Solopreneur Society, an online community for female entrepreneurs, cultivating
connection, support and sisterhood.
As a certified Beautiful You coach, Amy uses her experience to inspire and
motivate women, to explore a more fulfilled, soulful and inspired lifestyle and
business.

Through her communities, 1:1 + group coaching, speaking + events, Amy is
supporting + empowering women to design a life + business they love, while
blazing their inspired path in the world.
Her heart dances between her businesses, travelling the world, soulful
conversations + making memories with her loved ones.
You can be inspired socially + receive lots of biz tips + insights on the DHL
Facebook page or Instagram account @designingherlife.

